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Abstract

.a directed graph (.V, R) can be interpreted as a dominance structure such
that the ares in R represent a dominance relation between the nodes in .V. A
pou~er measure is a function that assigns [o each node in a directed graph a value
representing the 'dominance power' of that node in the graph. We present and
axiomatically' characterize two such power measures, the BC-measure and the
score-measure.

A weighted directed graph can be interpreted as a dominance structure whose
dominance relations are assigned weights repre~enting the 'importance' of each
relation. We give generalizations of the BG-measure and the score-measure to
the class of weighted directed graphs and provide axiomatic characterizations.

1 Introduction

Dominance relations between a set of agents or alternatives can be represented by a

directed graph or digraph. A digraph is a pair (N, R), where N is a set of nodes and

R C N x N is a binary relation on N. If (i, j) E R then node i`dominates' node j.

Such a dominance relation can have various interpretations. If the set N represents
a set of economic agents that are engaging in some economic trade process then the

fact that agent i dominates agent j can have the interpretation that agent i sets the

conditions under which binary trade between agent j and himself will take place. (For

example, agent i sets the prices under which he exchanges commodities with agent

j.) This interpretation is considered in van den Brink and Gilles (1992a). Another
interpretation is that agent i has ueto power over the actions undertaken by agent j.

A game theoretic analysis of this interpretation is given in Gilles, Owen and van den
Brink (1992). If the set N represents a set of alternatives then a dominance relation

between these alternatives can be interpreted as a preference relation. If alternative i

dominates alternative j then an individual or group of individuals prefers alternative
i to alternative j(see, e.g., Sen (1979)). Another interpretation of a digraph can be

found in Greenberg (1990), where the set N represents a set of positions in a social

situation. Position i dominates position j if position j can be induced from position i
by some group of players in positiott i.

The importance of a node in a dominance structure that is represented by a
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digraph depen~ls on the position uf that node in the digraph, i.e., on the dominance
relations bet~~een the nodes. ln this paper we want to measure the importance or
'dominance power' of the nodes in a digraph wi[hout giving an interpretation to the
dominance relations. ~Ve do this by introducing power measures which are functions
that assign to every digraph D on the set of nodes .V a vector f( D) E 1E2N such that for
every i E a' the value f,(D) is a measure of the'dominance power'of node i in digraph
D. In this paper we discuss two such power measures that measure the dominance

power of the nodes in a digraph in a different way. In order to learn more about these
two power measures, and especially about the difference between the two, we give

axiomatic characterizations of both measures.

In section 2 we introduce the BC-measure. This measure has been introduced

in van den Brink and Gilles (1992a) as a social power measure measuring the potential
influence of economic agents on trade processes resulting from their social positions in a
hierarchical economic organization. We give four axioms that uniquely determine this

BG-measure. In section 3 we discuss a power measure that is familiar in graph theory,
namely the score-measure. We give an axiomatization of this measure by changing
one of the axioms that axiomatize the BC-measure. In section 4 we show that the

BC-measure and the score-measure are also related by the notion of the Shapley value
for cooperatiue games with transferable utilities (Shapley (1953)).

Finally, in section 5, we generalize the BG- and score-measures to the class of
weighted directed graphs. In a weighted directed graph weights are assigned to the
dominance relations. The weight of a dominance relation can be interpreted as a
measure of the `importance' of that relation. We also axiomatize these generalized
BG- and score- measures.

We conclude this section by presenting some concepts about digraphs that will be used
in this paper. We concentrate on finite irrefleaive digraphs. A digraph (N, R) is finite
if N is finite and it is irreflexive if (i, i) ~ R for every i E N. We simply refer to these
graphs as digraphs. Note that it is allowed that both (i, j) E R and (j,i) E R.

Let D-(.N, R) be a digraph. If (i, j) E R then j is called a successor of i and
i is called a predecessor of j in D. For i E N we define SD(i) :- {j E N ~ (i, j) E R}
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being the collertion of all successurs uf i in D and Pp(i) :- {j E N ~(j,i) E R} being
the collection uf all predecessors of i in D. Further ~~~e denote sp(i) :- ~S'p(i) and
pp(i) :- ~Pp(i). ([n the JeCIIIeI ~~~e ~~~ill often umrnit the subscript D.) A a~eighted
directed graph is a pair (.~',w) where .V is a finite set of nodes and w: N x.N ~ Rt is a
function which assigns a non-negative real number to each ordered pair (i, j) E N x N
such that ,w(i, i) - 0 for all i E N. The value w(i, j) is a measure of how strongly node
i dominates node j. A digraph (.V, R) can be seen as a weighted digraph (N,w) such
that the function w assigns the value 1 to every relation (i, j) E R and the value 0 to
the relations in (tV x N) `R.

2 The BG-measure

Let N be a finite set of nodes. We denote by DN the collection of all finite simple
digraphs on N. A power measure on N is a function J: DN ~)R.N that yields a
measure of the domination power of the positions in a digraph. In this section we
restrict ourselves to a power measure that has been introduced in van den Brink and
Gilles (1992a).

Definition 2.1 Let .~l be a finite set oJ nodes. The BG-measure is the junction
Q: DN --. R'v which is given 6y:

Q,(D) :- ~ 1 jor all i E N and D E D'v
~ES(~) P(.Í)

Thus the BG-measure equally distributes the 'domination power' over a node j E N
in a digraph D over all its predecessors.

Example 2.2 Consider the digraph D-(N, R) with N-{ 1, 2, 3, 4} and R-
{(1,2),(1,3),(2,4),(3,d)}.
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The BG-measure of D is given by (2, Z, 2, 0).

Next we present four axioms on a power measure j: D~1' ~ lE;'v that uniquely determine
the BG-measure. The first axiom states that the total number of `points' that is to be
distributed over the nodes is equal to the total number of dominated nodes.

Axiom 2.3 (Dominance efficiency) Let N be a finite set of nodes and D E DN.
Then

~ f~(D) -~{J E,b' I P(J) 1 0}.
~E:v

The second axiom states that a node that does not dominate any other node is assigned
the value zero. Such a node is called a dumncy node.

Axiom 2.4 (Dummy node property) Let .V be a finite set of nodes and D E DN.
For euery i E N with S(i) - ~ it holds that f,(D) - 0.

The third axiom is a symmetry axiom. It states that two nodes that take similar
positions in a digraph are assigned the same value.

Axiom 2.5 (Symmetry) Let ,ti' be a finite set of nodes, D E DN and !et i, j E N be
such that S(i) - S(j) and P(i) - P(j). Then f,(D) - f~(D).

In order to give the fourth axiom tive introduce the following. Let D-(N, R) E DN. A
subdivision of D is a collection of digraphs S - { D1, . . . , Dm } - { (N, Rl ), . . . , (N, Rm )}
such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
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' Uk ~ Rk - R:

~ Rk f1 Ri -~D for all t G,1~, l G nr, ~~ ~ l.

A subdivision S of a digraph D is independent if each node is dominated in at most
one digraph in this subdivision, i.e, if besides the two conditions stated above S also
satisfies:

~~{ Dk E S ~ p( )~0}GlforalliE:V.

The fourth axiom now states that if we combine two or more digraphs such that
each node is dominated in at most one digraph, then the value assigned to a node in
the combined digraph is equal to the sum of the values assigned to that node in the
subdigraphs.

Axiom 2.6 (Additivity over independent subdivisions) Let N 6e a finite set of
nodes, D E DN and let S 6e an índependent subdiuision of D. Then

.Ï(D) - ~ f(Dk).
~kES

The BG-measure can be axiornatized using the four axioms introduced above.

Theorem 2.7 Let N be a fïnite set of nodes. A function f:D'v ~)R,'v is equal to the
BC-measure if and only if it satisfies dominance efj~iciency, the dummy node property,
symmetry and additiuity over independerrt suGdivisions.

PROOF

It can easily be verified that the BG-measure satisfies the four axioms.
Now suppose that the function f: D'v -~ ~'v satisfies the four axioms and let D E DN.
Let j E a'. We introduce the digraph D~ -(N, R~) where R~ :- {(i, j) E N x N ~ i E
P(7)}.
Since for every i E .N ` P(j) it holds that SD~(i) - 0 it follows from the dummy node
property that f;(D~) - 0 for all i E N`P(j).
Since for every i E P(j) it holds that SD~ (i )- { j} and Po~ (i) - 0 it follows from
symmetry that there is some constant c~ E IR such that: j;(D~) - c~ for all i E P(j).
Since ~{i E N ~ Po,(i) ~ 0} - 1 it follows from dominance efficiency that
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'- if P(1) 1 0c - p~~~~
0 else

The collection of ~ligraphs { D~ } JE,v. is an independent subdi~.ision of D. From additivity

over independent subdívisions it follo~ti~s tliat:

1
f,(D) -~ j,(D~) -~ p~~) - ,3,(D) for all i E .V.

JEN ~ESI~)

a

We conclude this section by giving an example which illustrates that all four axioms
are necessary in order to uniquely determine the BC-measure.

Example 2.8 In this example we give four alternative power measures for digraphs

such that each one satisfies three but not all four of the axioms presented in this section.

1. Let the function f': D'N -~ IRrv be given by

f,r(D) - s(i) for all i E:V and D E D'v.

This function satisfies all four axioms except dominance efficiency. For the di-
graph that is given in Example 2.2 this function is given by f r(D) -(2, 1, l, 0).

So,~~E.vÏ,'(D)-4~3-~{~E,V ~P(.l)~0}.

2. Let the function f2:D'v --~ ~t'v be gi~-en by

f?(D) -~{~ E ~I`y(1) ~ ~} for all i E.'V and D E Z~.

This function satisfies all four axioms except the dummy node property. For the
digraph that is given in Example 2.2 this function is given by f2(D) -(4, 4, 4, 4).
So, f4(D) - 4 ~ 0 although S(4) - 0.

3. Let the nodes in N be labelled by the numbers 1, ..., n. Let the function
f3: DN ~~N be given by
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J~'l~~) - ~{~ E 5(t) I

forall i E.~~and DEDw.

- niin{!t ~ h E P(~ )} }

This function satisfies all four axioms except symmetry. For the digraph that is

given in Example 2.2 this functíon is given by f3( D) -(2, 1, 0, 0). So, fz ( D) -
1~ 0 - f3(D) although S(2) - S(3) and P('?) - P(3).

4. Let the function f~: D'v -~ llZ'ti~ be given by

f4(D) -~{~ E.~~Rp(~) 1 0} , s(i) for all i E N and D-(N,R)ET~".

This function satisfies all four axioms except additivity over independent sub-
divisions. The following two digraphs form an independent subdivision of the

digraph D that is given in Example 2.'?.

R'
1

R2 ?

3

It holds that f4(D') -(2,0,0,0) and fa(D2) -(0, Z, Z,0). Thus J4(D') f

f"(D~) - (2, 2, 2,0) ~ (12, ~, á,0) - !~(D).

Thus we conclude that all four axioms that are presented in this section are necessary
in order to uniquely determine the BG-measure.

3 The score-measure

In this section we compare the BG-measure with the score-measure that is often used
for ranking the nodes in tournaments. A digraph (N, R) is a tournament if it is
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irreftesi~.e and for all r, j E.~' ~cith t~ ~ it holds that either (i, j) E R or (j,i) E R. A
tournament can be interpreted as describing a competition between the nodes of the
graph, which represent players or teams, such that each node plays against each other
r.ode exactly once. Now (i, j) E R can be interpreted as 'i defeats j'. (Note that ties
are not allowed.)

The score-measure assigns to each node in a tournament the number of nodes it
has defeated. Properties of the score-measure can be found in, e.g., Behzad, Chartrand,
and Lesniak-Foster ( 19ï9). This score-tneasure is often used in ranking or ordering the
nodes in a tournament. Rubinstein ( 1930) gives an axiomatization of the ranking
procedure that is based on the score-measure for tournaments.'

The BG-measure that is introduced in the previous section can also be used in
ranking the nodes in a tournament. A difference between ranking by score and ranking
by BG-measure is the following. ~Vith the score-measure a node is just assigned the
number of nodes it has defeated. No account is taken of the fact whether the nodes
it has defeated are defeated by many or few nodes. W'ith the BG-measure however a
node gets more from defeating a node that is defeated by few other nodes than it gets
from defeating a node that is defeated by many other nodes. This is illustrated in the
following example.

Example 3.1 Consider the following tournament between the four players {1,2,3,4}.

1 2

4- "3

The score-measure of this tournament is given by (2, 1,2, 1) and the BG-measure is
given by ( lz, 2, 1, 1).

lln van den Brink and Gilles (19926) we generalize Rubinstein's result by giving an axiomati2ation
of the ranking method based on the score-measure for arbitrary digraphs and weighted digraphs.
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According to the score-measure pla}-ers 1 an~i 3 both are ranked highest. ~lccording
to the BC-measure only player 1 is ranked highest. This is because, besides that both
players defeat player 2, player 1 also de(eats the 'strong' player 3, while player 3 defeats
the `weak' pla}'er ~. It is even so that according to the BG-measure players 3 and 4

are ranked equal although player -4 defeats only one player while player 3 defeats two

players. This is because player 4 defeats the `strong' player 1.

The score-measure can easily be generalized to arbitrary digraphs as follows. For a
finite set of nodes N the score-measure is the function o: DN ---~ RN which is given by

Q,(D) :- s(i) for all i E N and D E DN.

The score-measure can be axiomatized by replacing dominance efficiency in Theo-
rem 2.7 by the following axiom.

Axiom 3.2 (Score efficiency) Let N be a fenite set of nodes and D- (N, R) E 1~.

Then

~ f~(D) - ~R.
~E.~

Next we axiomatize the score-measure.

Theorem 3.3 Let N be a finite set of nodes. ~1 function J: DN -r RN ís equal to
the score-measure if and only if it satisfies score ef}~iciency, the dummy node property,
symmetry and additivity over independent subdiuisions.

PROOF

It can easily be verified that the score-measure satisfies the four axioms.
Now suppose that the function f: DN ~ IRN statisfies the four axioms and let D-
(N, R) E DN.
For each node j E N the digraph D~ -(N, R~) is defined as in the proof of Theorem
2.7.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 it follows from the dummy node property and
symmetry that for every j E N there exists a constant c~ E R such that
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f~(D~) - S c'
lu

if i E P(j)

else

Since ~R~ - p( j) it follo~~~s from score efficiencv that

r 1 if P(J )~ 0
Sl 0 else

The collection {D~}~E,v is an independent subdivision of D. From additivity over
independent subdivisíons it follows that:

f,(D)-~f,(D~)- ~ 1-v,(D)foralliE~'.
~EN ~ES(~)

a
Thus both the BC-measure and the score-measure satisfy the dummy node property,
symmetry and additivity over independent subdivisions. They differ with respect to the
efficiency axiom that is used, i.e., they differ with respect to the 'unit of ineasurement'
of dominance power that is applied. If we use the BG-measure in measuring the
dominance power of the nodes in a dígraph then we take as the unit of ineasurement
of dominance power that of dominated node. [f ~~-e use the score-measure then we take
as the unit of ineasurment that of dominance relation.

We conclude this section by giving an example which illustrates that all four
axioms stated in Theorem 3.3 are necessary in order to uniquely determine the score-
measure.

Example 3.4 In this example we give four alternative ranking indices that each satisfy
three but not all four of the axioms irom Theorem 3.3.

1. We have already seen that the BG-measure satisfies the dummy node property,
symmetry and additivity over independent subdivisions. It does not satisfy score
efficiency. For the digraph that is given in Example 2.2 it holds that ~;E~, ~3;(D) -
3~4-~R.

2. Let the function fs: DN -~ )R'v be given by
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f,'(D)- ~R foralliE.`~andD-(.V,R)ED'`~.
~~

This function satisfies all four axioms except the dumrny node property. For the
digraph that is given in Example 2.? this function is given by js(D) -( 1, 1, 1, 1).
So, f,~(D) - 1) 0 although S(4) - 0.

3. Let the nodes in N be labelled by the numbers 1, ..., n. Let the function
fs: DN -~ R'~ be given by

JESh)
~-min{k~kEP(J)}

p(j) for all i E.V and D E D~`.

This function satisfies all four axioms e:ccept symmetry. For the digraph that is
given in Example 2.2 this function is given by fs( D) -(2, 2, 0, 0). So, f2(D) -
2~ 0- f3(D) although S(2) - S(3) and P(2) - P(3).

4. Let the function f': DN --~ fft'v be given by

f'7(D)-~{jE~~~p(j)~0}
~'(D)foralliENandD-(.N,R)EDN.

This function satisfies all four axiorns except additivity over independent subdivi-
sions. Consider the independent subdivision of D that is given in Example 2.8.4.
For these digraphs it holds that f'(D' )- (2, 0, 0, 0) and f'(D2) -(0,1, 1, 0).
Thus f'(D') f f'(D2) -(~, 1, 1,0) ~(~3,;,;,0) - f'(D).

Thus we conclude that all four axioms in Theorem 3.3 are necessary in order to uniquely
determine the score-measure.

4 The score game

The axioms that are discussed in the previous sections are in some way similac to
the efficiency, dummy, symmetry, and additivity axioms that are often used in axiom-
atizing the Shapley value for cooperatiue games with transferable utilities (or simply
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TL'-games). .~ TL'-game is a pair (.`~, cj where .~" is a set of players and v:2`v -~ IIZ

is a characteristic fuaclion (where 3~v :- {E ~ E C.~~}) such that v(~) - 0. Thus

a characteristic function z~ assigns to e~ ery group of plat'ers (or coalition) E C N a

potential "worth" u(E). The Shaple~~ ~~alue (Shapley (19~3)) is a function that assigns

to every TC-game v the following distribution of the number v(N) over all players in

N:

Sh;(u) - (~N)~ xE~v)(v( V(i, ~r) U{i}) - v(V(i, ~r)), for all i E N,

where II(N) is the collection of all permutations of the players in N and V(i, ~r) is the

collection of all players that precede player i in permutation ~r E II(N), i.e., V(i, a) :-

{j E N ~ ~r(j) G ~r(i)}. When the 'grand' coalition .N of all players forms then a

permutation ~r of the players in N can be seen as an order in which the players enter

this coalition. The Shapley value of a player thus can be interpreted as the average

value this player adds to the `grand' coalition when all orders of entrance occur with

the same probability. ( Note that ~,E,v, Sh;(v) - v(N) and thus the Shapley value

indeed distributes the value v(N).)

Next we describe the relationship between the 5hapley value, the BG-measure

and the score-measure. In order to do so we first introduce the following extensions

with respect to some concepts that we already used. Let D E D'v. For every E C N

the successors of E are defined by S(E) :- Cr1iEE S(i). Further s(E) :- ~S(E). (Note

that S(E) may include nodes in E itself.) Similarly P(E) and p(E) can be defined.

The score of a group E C N in D is defined as the number of successors of E in D.

Now we can define the score game.

Definition 4.1 Let N be a finite set oj nodes and D E DN. The score game belonging

to D is the pair ( N, uo) where Up: 2N -a ~ is the characteristic function that is given

b y:

vD(E) :- s(E) jor all E C N.

The nodes of a digraph are the players in the score game belonging to that digraph.

The score game is the function that assigns to each group of nodes E C N the number

of nodes that are dominated by E.
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Theorem 4.2 Let .~" be a tintte set uj nodes, D E D~" and let ( .V, vD) 6e the score
game belonging to D. Then, the Siinpley ralue oJ ( ~', rp) is equal to the BC-measure
ojD, i.e., S'h,(i~o} -.i,(Dj for nll i E.~".

PROOF

Let D E D'ti and let (:V, vo) be the score game belonging to D. Then

vo(E) -~ up~(E) for all E C.V,
~EN

(1)

where (N, up ) is the score game belonging to digraph D~ which is defined as in the
proof of Theorem 2.7, i.e.,

UD,(E) - r 1

íl 0
ifEnP(j)~0
else

Consider node i E N. Then

1 if j E S(i) and E n P(j) -~vp~(E U {i}) - up~(E) -
0 else

If P(j) ~ 0 then j has p(j) predecessors in DJ, and thus there are y~Z permutations
of the nodes N such that node i E P( j ) precedes all other predecessors of j in D~. But
then the Shapley value of node i in the game (N, uo~) is given by

~
Sh,(vp~ ) - n(i)

0

if j E S(i)

else

From ( 1) and the additivity property of the Shapley value2 it follows that

1Sh;(vo) - ~ Sh;(vo~) -~ - ~3;(D) for all i E N.
IEN ~ES(i) p(J)

~

ZThis means that for two characteristic functions v and w it holds that Sh(v) ~ Sh(w) - Sh(u f w)
where v} w is given by (v f w)(E) - u(E) f w(E) for all E C N.

13



5 Weighted directed graphs

A dominance structure in which iiot all dominance relations are equally important can
be represented by a weighted directed graph. A weighted digraph is a pair (N,w), where
N is a finite set of nodes and w: :V x.V -. ~ is a function which assigns a non-negative
real value to every pair (i, j) E ,1~ x N such that w(i,i) - 0 for all i E N. The value
w(i, j) is a measure of how strongly node i dominates node j. If w(i, j) - 0 then node
i does not dominate node j at all. We denote by WN the collection of all weighted
digraphs with .V as the finite set of nodes. :Vext we introduce the BG-measure for the
class of weighted digraphs.

Definition 5.1 Let N 6e a finite set of nodes aad GV -(N,w) E W'y. The domi-
nance weight of node j E N in t'V is given 6y

~w(j) -- ~ w(2,J)
~EN

The generalized BG-measure is the function ~3w: WN ~)RN which is given 6y

w(z,J)`~;'(W) .- ~ ~w(J) for all i E .V and lV -(N,w) E WN.
~EN

1W~J)~0

The generalized BG-measure distributes the dominance weight of a node j in W E WN
proportional to the weights of the relations on ~vhich node j is dominated. As said in
the introduction, a(non weighted) digraph D -( N, R) can be seen as a weighted
digraph W - (N,w) with

1 for all (i, j) E R

0 1e se
(2)

But then ~(j)- p(j) for all j E N(we ommit the subscript 6V for the dominance weight
of a node) and so ,~;'(W) -~~ES~;) p~jl - Q;(D). Thus the generalized BG-measure
indeed is a generalization of the BG-measure. Next we show that the generalized
BG-measure can be characterized by adapting the four axioms that axiomatized the
BG-measure in Theorem 2.7.

14



Axiom 5.2 ( Weighted dominance ef~iciency) Ltt .`' 6e a ftnite set of nodes and

6~' - (.~'...~;) E W.ti~. Then

~ Í~ l I~~ )-~ S I E.ti'
~ E N lll

~..,~(~.j) ) 0~.
~E V

Axiom 5.3 (Weighted dummy node property) Let N 6e a finite set of nodes and

W-(N,w) E WN. For every i E.N v,~ith w(i, j) - 0 for all j E N it holds that
f,(W) - 0.

Axiom 5.4 (Weight proportionality) Let :V be a finite set of nodes and W-

(N,w) E YV'Y. For every pair i, j E ~ti' for u,~hich there is a constant c,,~ E R such
that i~(i, h) - c,,~ . w(j, h) for every h E N il holds that

f~(W ) - c,.i - h(W).

In order to state the fourth axiom we have to introduce the following. A subdivision of a
weighted digraph W -(N, w) is a collection of weighted digraphs S-{Wt, ..., W,,,} -
{(N,wt),...,(N,wm)} such that ~k twk(i,j) - w(i,j) for every (i,j) E N x N. A
subdivision S of bi~ is independent if it also holds that ~{LVk E S ~~,E~, w(t,~) ~

0}GlforalljEN.

Axiom 5.5 ( Additivity over weighted independent subdivisions) Let N be a
finite set of nodes, 6t~ E WN, and let S be an independent subdivision of W. Then

f(W) - ~ f(Wk).
WkES

Theorem 5.6 Let N be a ftnite set of nodes. A fuaction f:WN --. RN ís equal to
the generalized BC-measure if and only if it satisfies weighted dominance efJ~tciency,
the weighted dummy node property, weight proportionality and additivity over weighted
independent subdivisions.

PROOF

It can easily be verified that the generalized BG-measure satisfies the four axioms.

Now suppose that the function f: WN ~ ffI.'N satisfies the four axioms. Let W E WN.
For each node j E N we introduce the weighted digraph W~ -(N,w~) with
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~ ,.)(i, h) if h - j
w'~(t, h) -

0 else

Thus for every h~ j it holds that ,.;(i, h) - 0 for all i E:V.
Fiom the weighted dummy node p,operty it then follows that for every i E N such
that w(i, j) - 0 it holds that J,(li~)) - 0.

Since for every i, h E.V such that w(i, j) ~ 0 and ~.;(h, j) ~ 0 it holds that w(i, j) -
~~h;)~ . w(h, j), and w(i, l) - W~h:~~ . w(h, l) - 0 for all 1~ j, it follows from weight
proportionality that J,(W)) - ~~~~ ~ Jh(6~)).

Now take an i E N with w(i, j) ~ 0. Then

~ Jh(I~J) - ~ J,(W))' w(h,J)

hEN hEN "'(Z~J)

J,(W~) f~(lv))
- w(2,J) h~ `"r(h,J) -

w(i,j) . ~(J).

According to weighted dominance efficiency it holds that ~hEN fh(W~) - 1 and thus

J~(Wi) . 1(J) - 1.
w(z,J)

Thus for each i E N with w(i, j)~ 0 it holds that

J~(Wi) - a(J)).
Since {W~}~EN is an independent subdivision of !rV it follows from additivity over
weighted independent subdivisions that

J~(W ) - ~ J~(Wi) - ~ ~(J))
- l3;'(6V).

)EN ~EN
~~)~~0

a
In a similar way as for the BG-measure we now generalize the score-measure for
weighted digraphs.
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Definition 5.7 Let .~' be u Jinite set of rrodes. The generalized score-measure is
the functiorz o`~: YV~~~ -. Q~'~~ u~hich is gieen by

~w(YU) :- ~ wlr,J) for ull r E.V and L6` -(-V,w) E YVw
~Ea'

Note that if for D E DN, W is determined by (2) then o;'(W) -~{j E N ~ w(i, j) -
1} - v,(D). The generalized score-measure can be axiomatized by replacing weighted
dominance efficiency in Theorem 5.6 by the following axiom.

Axiom 5.8 (Weighted score efficiency) Let ;V be a finite set of nodes and W-
(N,w) E WN. Then

~ f;(W) - ~ ~(j) - ~ w(i,j)
~EN ~EN ( i,j)ENxN

Theorem 5.9 Let N be a finite set of nodes. A function f:WN --. RN is equal to
the generalized score-measure if and only if il satisfies weighted score e,fficiency, the
weighled dummy node property, weíyht proportionality and additivity over weighted
independent subdivisions.

PROOF

Again it can easily be verified t}iat the generalized score-measure satisfies these four
axioms.

Now suppose that the function f:W'v ~ ll3N satisfies the four axioms. Let W-
(N, w) E WN.
Let for each node j E N the weighted digraph W~ be defined as in Theorem 5.6.
5imilarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 it follows from the weighted dummy node
property that f,(W~) - 0 for all i E ,v such that w(i, j) - 0, and ít follows from weight
proportionality that f,(6V~) - W(h;~) - fh(Wj) for all i,h E N such that w(i, j) ) 0 and
w(h,j) ~ 0.

Take an i E N such that w(i, j) 1 0. Then

( w(h,7) - Í~;(Wi)h~ fhlWi) - h~ fi(Wl) ~ w(z,.7) w(Z,.1)
~(J)-
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.~ccording to ~~.eighted scureefiicienc~~ it liolds that ~hE~,, fh([6~) -~(j) and thus

.Í~([ti,)
~~(J ) - ~~(J ).

w(r,I)

Thus for each i E.~' such that w(i, j) ) 0 it holds that

f~(6[~i) -W(t,J)-

Since {óij~}~EN is an independent subdivision of lY it follows from additivity over
weighted independent subdivisions that

f.(ti~) - ~ f~(W,) - ~ w(z,J) - ~wc[~~).
~EN ~EN

a
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